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NJOHSP

OFFICE OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND PREPAREDNESS
Information Sharing

Suspicious Activity
Reporting
The New Jersey Office of
Homeland Security and
Preparedness (NJOHSP)
encourages law enforcement,
first responders, and our private
and public sector partners to
report suspicious activity. The
“See Something, Say Something” campaign
benefits families, friends, and neighbors by bringing
suspicious behavior to the attention of law
enforcement. Reporting suspicious behavior could
potentially stop the next terrorist incident. Even if
you think your observation is not important, it may
be a piece of a larger puzzle.

NJSARS shares suspicious activity information to
law enforcement partners throughout the State.
NJSARS is also linked to the FBI’s national SAR
system known as eGuardian, which partners with
the Nationwide SAR Initiative (NSI) to form a
single repository accessible to thousands of law
enforcement personnel and analysts nationwide.

Report Suspicious Activity
1-866-4-SAFE-NJ (866-472-3365)
tips@njohsp.gov
homelandsecurity.nj.gov/tips

Law Enforcement Corner
New Jersey’s law enforcement community is a top
force multiplier in the fight against terrorism. Case
studies of terrorist attempts or successful attacks
have shown that the attackers live within our
communities and have prior contact with local law
enforcement not only during the planning stages,
but also during the execution phase or immediately
after.

“SAFE-NJ” Mobile SAR app is available on
iTunes, Google Play, and Microsoft libraries.

Need NJSARS Access?
Learn how to get access to the State's New Jersey
Suspicious Activity Reporting System (NJSARS)
by contacting ctwatch@njohsp.gov. Access is only
available to law enforcement users.

Public Engagement

Connect with Us!

Suspicious activity reports have led to investigations
that thwarted several terrorist plots in the tristate
area. Read the New Jersey Suspicious Activity
Reporting Success Stories to learn how these reports
helped detect and deter possible attacks.

Follow us on Twitter @NJOHSP and
Facebook.com/NJOHSP for the
latest news, updates, and alerts.

“Suspicious activity is any observed behavior that could indicate terrorism or terrorism-related crime.”
US Department of Homeland Security
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